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1. INTRODUCTION 
To state the main result and give the motivation of the work, we shall introduce some 
notations and concepts that will be used along the paper. We shall denote by M a smooth 
compact connected Riemannian 3-manifold. The notation [zw] or [zw]’ will always refer to 
a compact segment with endpoints z and w. Similarly, the notation z’: will refer to 
a compact arc of trajectory of a flow starting and ending at the points z and w, respectively. 
Let r c M be a knot. We shall say that r is a trivial knot if it bounds a disc embedded in M. 
We shall say that r is a composite knot if there is a 2-sphere S2 c M meeting r exactly at two 
points, say z and w, and such that the union of each connected component of T\S2 with 
a segment [zw] c S2 is not a trivial knot. A knot which is not either trivial or composite will 
be called prime knot. When the knot r is of class C1 and 
is a C’ embedding such that, for all XE rJ((x,O,O)) = x, the concepts of trioial, prime and 
composite knot extend to the torus which is the image of 8. We say that a flow $ : R x M + M 
is minimal if, for all x E M and for each semitrajectory X starting at x, yX = M. 
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 Let cp: R! x M + M be a minimal flow of class C’ on a smooth compact 
Riemannian 3-manifold M. Given p E M, consider a simple closed curve r made up on an arc of 
trajectory &connecting the points p and q- and an arc of geodesic [pq] orthogonal to cp at 
p. If q is close enough to p, then r is a prime knot (nontrivial). 
This work was motivated by the open problem of the existence of a minimal flow on the 
sphere S3. We have attempted to find obstructions to the existence of such a flow. However, 
we leave open the following question: Under conditions of Theorem 3.1 and when M = S3 is 
it possible to prove that II cannot be a prime knot? To be more precise, the proof that r is 
a prime knot is reduced to the proof that a smooth solid torus T (which is a tubular 
neighborhood of r) is prime, where M\T has been provided with a codimension one 
foliation that has some strong properties. The step that follows is solved in Theorem 2.1 of 
Section 2. Nevertheless, even when M = S3 there is a prime solid torus knot T1 and 
a foliation on S3\T1 satisfying all conditions of Theorem 2.1. This fact is explicitly observed 
in [3]. On the other hand, it may be possible to use-in a more appropriate way-the 
assumption of the existence of a minimal flow on M to get a much stronger version of 
Theorem 2.1 which, under the additional information that M = S3, prevents r from being 
a prime knot. 
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Related to the subject are the counterexamples to the Seifert Conjecture due to 
P. Schweitzer [l 11, in the C’ class, and of Harrison [4], in the C2 class. The referred 
conjecture claims that any flow on S3 must have a compact rajectory. In fact, a C’ minimal 
flow on S3 would be a counterexample to this Seifert conjecture. Also Harrison and Pugh 
[S], by Birkhoff suspending Katok’s diffeomorphisms on the disc [6], have obtained 
smooth ergodic flows, without singularities, on S 3. Other examples of flows without 
singularities on S3, with dense orbits, were orally communicated by Verjovsky. 
Usual concepts, used in this paper, related to Dynamical Systems, Knot Theory and 
Foliations can be found in the books of Melo-Palis [7], Camacho-Neto [2] and 
Burde-Zieschang Cl], respectively. Also, the papers [9, lo] of Roussarie start from the basic 
and contain many important ideas and results used in our work. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove that if the complement of 
a solid torus T in a 3-manifold can support a certain class of foliations, then T must be 
a non-trivial prime knot. The proof of the main result is done in Section 3 by showing that 
the minimality of the flow makes it possible to use the result of Section 2. 
2. FOLIATIONS ON THE COMPLEMENT OF A PRIME KNOT 
In this section we shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. A solid torus T contained in M is a (nontrivial) prime knot if there exists 
a transversely orientable bidimensional C2 foliation F on V = M\T such that: 
(i) 9 is transversal to a”V. Moreover, every leaf of 9 has nonempty intersection with 8%‘“. 
(ii) The one-dimensional foliation 9) ay on W contains a meridian a as a leaf: Moreover, 
FIIdVe has no Reeb components. 
(iii) If F has a compact leaf K, there are$nitely many discs D1, D2, . . . , D, contained in Tsuch 
that the union of K with US= 1 Di is a torus L satisfying L n aT = K n aT = uJ= 1 aDi. 
(iv) Let B = {(x, y) E 0%’ ) 1 I x2 + y2 I 9 and x I 2) and decompose its boundary aB as 
the union of B1 = {(x, y)~Blx~ + y2 = l}, B3 = {(x,y)~Blx~ + y2 = 9} and V, = 
{(x, y)~Blx = 2). Th ere exists an embedding 1: B x [ - 1, l] + r such that 
(1) A: (B, u V2) x [ - 1, l] is precisely the intersection of aV with the image Im@) of 1. 
(2) The complement of I(B1 x ( - l/2,1/2)) in W is a union of meridians of&F which are 
leaves of F la*-. 
(3) For all p E B, the segments A( { p} x [ - 1, 11) are transversal to 9. 
(4) Let H be a half straight line of Iw2 starting at the origin. Then, for all z E [ - 1, 11, 
1((HnB)x{z)) is contained in a leaf of 5. Also, for all t E [ - 1, - l/2) u (l/2,1], 
I(Bx {t}) is a plaque of 9. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.8. 
As 9 has no compact leaves contained in Y\aY, it follows from the arguments of 
a Novikov theorem ([8, 1, Theorem 2, pp. 1401) that we can deduce the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2 B has no vanishing cycles. 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 follow immediately from Lemma 2.2 and the quoted references. 
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LEMMA 2.3 ([Roussarie 10, p. 391). Let p E Y, L be the leaf of % passing through p. Then 
the homomorphism i, : x1 (L, p) -+ nl(Y,p), induced by the inclusion i of the leaf L in V”, is 
injective. 
LEMMA 2.4 ([9, Lemma 3, p. 108-J). V’- is irreducible; that is every embedded 2-sphere is 
the boundary of a ball D3 c -Ir. 
We shall need the following definition. Let R be a compact 2-manifold with or without 
boundary. An embedding 8 : R + V is said to be in general position [9, p. 1061 if, for every 
distinguished map f of the foliation, the mapfi 0 is locally of Morse type, provided that the 
composition is defined; and moreover, the contact points of 0 with %, which are at most 
finite, belong to different leaves and are contained in int(R). We assume that, when not 
empty, 8R is either transversal to 9 or contained in a leaf of %. 
LEMMA 2.5. T is not a trivial knot. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that T is a trivial knot. Let I be a C2 knot such that 
T is a tubular neighborhood of it. We shall see that there exists a bidimensional disc D c Y 
such that i3D is a longitude of dT = &‘F, is equal to D n 8-Y and is transversal to %jav. 
In fact, Let 0’ be a disc such that do” = I. Let F be a small tubular neighborhood of I, 
contained in the interior of T, such that aTno’ is a longitude of a? Consider a one- 
dimensional foliationjon & which is C2 differentiably equivalent o %llar and such that 
t3Fn fl is transversal to f Consider a Cz diffeomorphism $ : M\T”-+ M\T which is a C2 
differentiable quivalence between f”and % lar. Certainly, $(B) = D satisfies the required 
conditions. 
We may take D in general position with respect to 9. It follows, by the arguments 
of Novikov theorem ([S, 1, Proposition 1, p. 134]), that 9 has a vanishing cycle contained 
in D. This contradiction with Lemma 2.2 proves this lemma. 0 
LEMMA 2.6. A meridian o of dT = a”V contained in a leaf of % is not null homotopic in V. 
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that (T is null homotopic in -Y. Let L be the leaf of 
% containing cr. It follows from Lemma 2.3, that cr is also null homotopic in L. By an 
obvious analysis on the universal covering of L, we conclude that (z bounds a disc contained 
in L and therefore L is equal to this disc. Since 9 has no compact leaves which are discs (see 
(iii) of Theorem 2.1), this contradiction proves the lemma. 0 
With no other reason besides that of giving an idea of the proof of Lemma 2.8, we have 
included the following particular case of it. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let M be a smooth compact 3-manifold, T c M be a smooth solid torus 
and Y be a transversely orientable smooth bidimensional foliation on V = M\ T. Suppose that: 
(i) Every leaf of Y meets 8Y = 8T and does it transversally. 
(ii) Every leaf of th e unidimensional foliation Yjdr is a meridian of 8T. 
(iii) If Y has a compact leaf K, there are finitely many discs D1, D2, . . . , D, contained in 
T such that the union of K with ufzI Di is a torus L satisfying 
LnaT= KnaT= Uf=,aDi. 
Then T is not a composite knot. 
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that 
(a) there exists a C2 compact cylinder CICJ embedded in V, meeting transversally 
aV = dT and satisfying the following: 
(al) d(C,C,) is equal to Cl& n aY and consists of two meridians Ci and C2 of 8Y and 
(a2) there is no 2-cell D c Y such that dD = D n(C1C2 u aV) and each one of 
aD n CICz = D n C1C2 and aD n LW = D n 8-f is a compact segment meeting 
each of Ci and C2 exactly at one of its endpoints. See Fig. 1. 
By the structure of gIla+-, we assume that, for i = 1,2, 
(b) Ci is a leaf of Ylau. 
As B has no compact leaves contained in V\aV and by Lemma 2.6, [9, Theorem 23 can 
be used to suppose, via a deformation of C1C2, that 
(c) CrCz\{C1C*) meets transversally 3. 
Let a$ {C,, C,} be a closed leaf of FIC,c2. We shall denote by C(cr), in case it exists, the 
compact cylinder contained in a leaf of 9 such that X(o) consists of o and a leaf c* of Ylav. 
The unicity of C(a) is due to the fact that 9 has no compact leaves which are cylinders. It 
will be convenient o write C(Ci) = Ci, i = 1,2. See Fig. 8. 
Given a compact leaf (closed curve) c of 31cIc2, we shall denote by Cro the cylinder, 
contained in C1C2, bounded by C1 and (T. Under these circumstances, when each leaf p of 
%I0 is compact and C(p) exists, the cylinders C(p) depend continuously on p and, 
therefore, the union of all of them is a compact solid torus which will be denoted by 
V(C,, CJ). In the following, when all conditions above are satisfied, we shall say that V(Cr , a) 
exists. 
We claim that: 
(d) V(Ci, C,) exists. 
In fact, if(d) is not true, we have that the union V of all V(C, , p), with p c C1C2, which 
exist is not closed. However, p = (v\V) n aV is a closed leaf of Ylav and since 
(v\ V) n d(C,C,) is accumulated by closed leaves, it must be a closed leaf. Therefore, as 
B has no compact leaves contained in V\aV, we may use [9, Proposition 2, p, 1181 to 
conclude that C(p) and V(Ci, D) exist. This contradiction proves (d). 
The existence of V(C,, C,) gives us a contradiction with (a). 0 
Let us give an idea of the proof of Lemma 2.8. We shall try to reproduce the same 
arguments as those of Lemma 2.7. Items (a)-(c) of the proof of both lemmas are (with 
appropriate change of notations) the same and we suggest he reader take a look at those 
items. To obtain in Lemma 2.8 what corresponds to item (d) of Lemma 2.7, we have to 
handle the problem that the foliation 9 meets aV not only along meridians of aV. To do 
so, we shall perform several deformations of Ci CZ. We list now the main properties that the 
cylinder CICl acquires (maintaining the previous ones) by means of a sequence of deforma- 
tions. The resulting cylinder will continue to be denoted by C1C2. 
l C1C2 meets transversally the boundary of Im@). 
l CICz meets transversally the unidimensional foliation FlluroXt_ i, iI). 
l If V(Ci, C,) does not exist, C1C2 n 3 Im(n) is made up of finitely many circles contained 
in (qaqx { - i,l}. 
0 V(C,, C,) exists. 
Under these conditions, proceeding as in Lemma 2.7, the proof will be completed. 
LEMMA 2.8. T is not a composite knot. 
(4 There exists a C2 compact cylinder C1 C, embedded in V, meeting transversally 8~” and 
satisfying the following: 
(al) a(C,C,) is equal to CiC, n 13v and consists of two meridians Ci and C, of aV and 
(a2) there is no 2-cell D c V such that aD = D n (C1C2 u c?V) and each one of 
8DnC,C, = DnC1C2 and 8DnW" = Dnd-Y- is a compact segment meeting 
each of Ci and CZ exactly at one of its endpoints. See Fig. 1. 
By the structure of 9 lay, we may assume that, for i = 1,2 
(b) Either Ci is a leaf of 9 lau or is transversal to 9 lay. 
As 9 has no compact leaves contained in V\aV (see (i) of Theorem 2.1) and by Lemma 
2.6, [9, Theorem 21 can be used to suppose, via a deformation of C1C2, that 
(c) C1C2\{Ci>C2} meets transversally 9. 
By a small deformation of C1C2, we may also assume that 
(d) C,C2 meets transversally the boundary of Im(1). 
Let a = CICs n Im@) and choose one of the endpoints a of B3. Given t E [ - 1, l] let 
L, denote the leaf of 9 IAuis X[ - l, tlJ that passes through A(@, t)). The leaf L, is well defined 
thanks to the assumption (iv. 3) of Theorem 2.1. See Fig. 5 where horizontal segments 
represent leaves of F IIcBs X I- 1, 1lj and where ;1( {u} x [ - 1, 11) is represented as a vertical 
edge of the rectangle 1(& x [ - 1, 11). 
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Again, by a small deformation of C1C2, we may assume that: 
Except for finitely many points of quadratic tangency, all of them contained in 
I(& x ( - 1, l)), a meets transversally the unidimensional foliation F lAc8, x t- i, i,). 
Moreover, there are no two of these points of tangency belonging to the same leaf of 
91 W~x[-1,11)~ Let X be the set of these points of tangency. 
We claim that: 
If C # 8, for some closed subinterval I of [ - 1, 11, with endpoints t,, and tl, there are 
regular curves o, 8: I -+ a, with a(&,) = @(to) E E, that take t ~1 to w(t), f?(t)e L, in such 
a way that if t~Z\(t~,t~}, the closed subinterval [w(t), O(t)] of L, is disjoint of Z and 
meets a exactly at {o(t), O(t)}. M oreover, one of the following three alternatives is true: 
(fl) co(tl)EC and O(~,)ECY\C. See Fig. 2(a). 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
Cc) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3 
(b) 
Fig. 4. 
P El 
Cc) 
w-4 i4h)Jwl)) c a\Z and t1 E ( - 1, l}. See Fig. 3(a). 
(f3) a(tl) = e(t,)~X. See Fig. 4(a). 
In fact, given o E C, there is a half-open interval I,, c [ - 1, 11, with endpoints O E IO and 
s1 $ lo, such that if s E IO u {sl}, L, meets c( transversally at two points w(s) and O(s) which 
depend continuously on s, and such that CO&) = I!+,) = w and the closed subinterval 
[w(s),O(s)] of L, meets CI exactly at {o(s),O(s)}. See Fig. 5. 
s2 
SI 
so 
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To fix ideas, suppose that IO = [so, sl]. If none of the alternatives of(f) is true and IO is 
maximal with respect o the properties above, then sr < 1, L,, meets transversally a at the 
points o(sl) and 0(s,) and, also, the open subarc (W(Q), 0(s,)) of L,, has to meet c1 exactly at 
one point w1 EC. Recall that, by the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, if a and b denote the 
endpoints of BJ, n({a, b} x [ - 1, 11) is disjoint from a. See Fig. 5. In a way similar to that 
above, we shall find an interval [sr ,sz] and a point w2 EZ which play the same role as 
[so, sl] and w 1, respectively, in the discussion above. As C is a finite set, this procedure of 
finding wl,w2, . . . , has to stop. This contradiction proves (f). 
Now, we shall show that, via a deformation of C1C2, we may assume that 
(g) ClC2 meets transversally the unidimensional foliation Fll(Bswt_ i, il). 
In fact, suppose that C # 0 and that to < tl and so I = [to, tl]. If (f 1) is satisfied, then, as 
F is transversal to C1C2, there exists SE [to, tl] and a family of compact bidimensional 
discs D(t), te(tO, s], satisfying the following two conditions: 
(gl) D(t) is contained in a leaf of 9 and its boundary, aD(t), is the union of [o(t), 0(t)] 
and an arc [o(t),e(t)]’ of RIc,,-2 such that [w(t), 0(t)] n [o(t), 0(t)]’ = 
{o(t),e(t)}. Moreover, D(t)\aD(t) is disjoint of ClC2 u aim(n) 
(g2) D(t) depends continuously on t and D(t) goes to the one point set {m(t,)} as t + to. 
Since F is transversal to ClC2 and has no compact leaves contained in r\aY, by the 
arguments of Novikov’s theorem [8,1, Section VII], the interval (to, s], such that conditions 
(gl) and (g2) are satisfied, can be taken as big as to be equal to (to, tr]. 
Under these conditions, Let W(to, tl) = (o(to)} u (Uts(to,t,lD(t)). It follows that, via 
a deformation of ClC2 supported in a neighborhood of W(to, ti), as suggested in Fig. 2, we 
may remove from a two points of tangency of it with the foliation P’JicBJ x t_ i, i,). A complete 
description of this method-in a more general situation-can be found in the proof of [ 10, 
Lemma 2, p. 491, where Lemma 2.4 above plays an important role. 
If (f2) is satisfied, then, via a deformation of C,C2, we can proceed similarly to the case 
(f 1) to remove from a a point where it meets tangentially the foliation ..?J AtBs x r_ i, lll. One of 
the possibilities is shown in Fig. 3. In the other possibility, the connected component of 
a containing the point of tangency would be a circle. 
If (f3) is satisfied, then similarly to the proof of the case (f 1) above, there exists a family of 
compact bidimensional discs D(t), t E (to, tl), satisfying-word for word-the conditions 
(g.1) and (g.2). We claim that D(t) goes to the one point set (a#,)} as t + tl. In fact, 
otherwise the family D(t), satisfying (g.1) and (g.2), could be defined for tE(tO, tl]. This 
would imply that aD(t,) would be a closed leaf of Flc1c2 null homotopic in Y. As any 
closed leaf of PlIcIc2 is homotopic to Ci, we would have obtained a contradiction with 
Lemma 2.6. See in Fig. 6 the situation that cannot occur. 
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Under these conditions, using the same construction as above, we show that, via an 
appropriate deformation of C1 CZ, as suggested in Fig. 4, we may remove from 
a n L(B, x [ - 1, 11) the circle o( [to, ti]) u e( [to, tr]) and may obtain two less points of 
tangency of CI with the foliation 9 htB3 X[ - 1, 11j. 
Proceeding in this way, we can eliminate all tangency points of a with the foliation 
~IJI(B,~~-L~I). This proves (g). 
In order to adapt the arguments of the proof of Proposition 2.7 to the present case, we 
shall show in item (n) that, via a deformation of C1C2, we may assume that (besides (c) and 
(d)) C1C2 n arm(L) is made up of finitely many circles contained in (B\aB) x { - 1, l}. Items 
(h)-(m) are needed to do so. 
We claim that, via a deformation of C1C2, we may assume that: 
(h) There is not any open bidimensional disc contained in a leaf, disjoint of 
Cl& u A(& x [ - 1, l]), whose boundary consists of a compact segment 
[01,8i] c ,?.(B, x (1)) and a compact segment [oi, O,]’ c CICZ satisfying 
C%,bl nCw,~,l’ = {WA). 
In fact, if there is a compact disc D(1) such that D(l)\aD(l) is as in (h) above (see Fig. 
7(a)), then-using (g)-there are regular curves o, 0: [ - 1, l] + u, with w(l) = ol, 
e(l) = Oi that take t~[ - 1, l] to +),t?(t)~L,. 
We shall denote by D(t), in case it exists, the unique compact disc contained in a leaf of 
9, whose boundary is the union of the compact segment [o(c), e(t)] c I(& x [ - 1, 11) and 
the compact segment [o(t), O(c)]’ c C1C2. The arc [o(t),O(t)]’ meets IZ(B3 x [ - 1, 11) 
exactly at its endpoints. The unicity of D(t) is a consequence of the assumption (iii) of 
Theorem 2.1. 
When t is close to 1, D(t) exists and depends continuously on t. As 9 has no compact 
leaves contained in Y\&Y, by the arguments of Novikov’s theorem ([S, 1, Section VII]), 
D(t) must also exist and depend continuously on t, for all t E [ - 1, 1). Moreover, as Cl& is 
transversal to F and C1C2 u il(& x [ - 1, 11) is disjoint of D(l)\aD(l), we shall have that, 
for all t E [ - 1, 11, CICZ u A(& x { - 1, 11) is disjoint of D(t)\aD(t). 
Hence, via a deformation of Cl&, supported in a small neighborhood of Utet _ i, $(t), 
as suggested in Fig. 7, we can obtain a new cylinder (still denoted by C1C2) which does not 
meet any point belonging simultaneously to A(& x [ - 1, 11) and to the support of the 
considered eformation. As this process decreases the number of connected components of 
C1C2 n n(B, x [ - 1,1 J), by repeating it we shall arrive to the situation claimed in (h). 
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To proceed, we shall suppose that: 
(i) C1 and Cz are meridians of Pl(av lying away from Im(A). 
Let 04 {C,, C,} be a closed leaf of 9jC1c2. We shall denote by C(o), in case it exists, the 
compact cylinder contained in a leaf of 9 such that X(a) consists of e and a leaf O* of 
Flay. The unicity of C(a) is due to the fact that f has no compact leaves which 
are cylinders (see (iii) of Theorem 2.1). It will be convenient o write C(Ci) = Ci, i = 1,2. See 
Fig. 8. 
Given two compact leaves (closed curves) IJ and 5 of 9 Iclcz, we shall denote by 06 the 
cylinder, contained in CICz, bounded by u and 8. Under these circumstances, when every 
leaf p of 9 lo3 is compact and C(p) exists, the cylinders C(p) depend continuously on p and, 
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therefore, the union of all of them is a compact solid torus which will be denoted by V(a, 5). 
In the following, when all conditions above are satisfied, we shall say that V(a,d) exists. 
Let cr and 6 be compact leaves of Ylc,c2. We claim that: 
ci-1) 
cj.2) 
If every leaf of 9 Iad is a closed curve and C(a) exists, then V(o, ii) exists. 
Suppose that 6 c aC2\C2 and that V(a, 6) exists. Then the holonomy map of 9 IUc2 at 
a point of 5 is not trivial if and only if the holonomy map of 9tlav at a point of Z* is 
also nontrivial. 
In fact, if (j.l) is not true, we have that the union Vof all V(a, p), with p c 06, which exist 
is not closed; however, 5 = (v\ V) n Cl C2 is a closed leaf of 9 Ic1c2 and since (P\ V) n 8Y is 
accumulated by closed leaves, it must be a closed leaf. Hence, as 9 has no compact leaves 
contained in V\aV (see (i) of the statement of Theorem 2.1), we may use [9, Proposition 2, 
p. llS] to conclude that C(p) and V(a, p) exist. This contradiction proves (j.1). Now, under 
the assumptions of (j.2), as 8 and I!?* form the boundary of C(Z), they are homotopic. This 
implies (j.2). 
It follows from (j.1) and (j.2) that if V(C,,a) exists and V(Cr, a) n l(B1 x [ - l/2, 
l/2]) = 0, then there exists a closed leaf (T’ of $irlcLc3 such that V(C,, a’) contains properly 
V(C,, a). Therefore, as by (a) V(C,, C,) does not exist, there exists a closed leaf Ai of Fllclsl 
such that 
(k) V(Ci, 1,) exists, V(C,, A,) n I(Br x ( - 1,l)) = 0, and 14: is either I(& x ( - l}) or 
Iz(Bi x (1)). See Fig. 9. 
Without lost of generality, we may assume that A: = l(B1 x (1)). We claim that 
(1) A1 = J((B\JB) x (1)). 
In fact, Suppose that (1) is not true. Consider first the case in which (C(A,)\A,) n CICz 
is contained in Iz((B\aB) x { 11). By(g) and as both C(A,) and B x { 1) are cylindrical plaques 
of 9 containing A:, the circles Ai and (B3 u V,) x (1) c iY(B x (11) meet each other at most 
at finitely many crossing points belonging to B3 x {l}. By a combinatorial argument, there 
must be a compact segment [wr,Or], meeting Ai exactly at its endpoints, contained in 
(BsxU~)nC(AJ d an such that the closure of one of the connected components of 
Fig. 9. 
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C(A,)\[wl, 0,] is a disc, say D1 disjoint of AT. See Fig. 10. It follows from this and (h) that 
P~\CwddnWl) is a proper subset of D1\[wl, O,]. Again as above, by a combina- 
torial argument, there must be a compact segment [wz,tJz], meeting aD, exactly at its 
endpoints, contained in B3 x (1) n (Dl \[wl ,O,]), and such that the closure of one of the 
connected components of D1\[wz, t?,] is a disc, say D2, disjoint of [wi, e,]. See Fig. 10. It 
follows from this and (h) that (Dz\[ ~,,t3~])nBx (1) is a proper subset of Dz\[wz,&]. 
However, this procedure of finding (wl, e,), (wz, 0,) . . . has to stop. This contradiction 
proves (1) in this case. 
When (C(A,)\A,) n CICz is not contained in 1((B\8B) x {l}), the set C(A,) n CICz is 
the union of circles Al,A2, . . . ,A,, with n 2 2, such that 
C(&) 1 C(J,) 3 ... 3 C@“) 
and, for some 2 <j I n, C(nj) is not a subset of I((B\aB) x (1)) but C(J+j+i) c 
I((B\aB) x {1}) (where C@,,+ 1) is to be the empty set). In this case, the proof of (1) follows 
by applying to Aj (in the place of A1) the argument above. 
Let b be the closure of the connected component of A1C2 n Im(n) that contains A1. It 
follows from (iv, 1) of Theorem 2.1 that 
@?\A, c A@?, x [ - 1, l] u B x { - 1, l}). 
Now it will be seen that 
(m) A2 = a/?\A, is a circle contained in either A((B\aB) x { - l}) or ((B\aB) x {l}). See 
Fig. 11. 
In fact, suppose that (m) is not true. First observe that a/? n I((B\BB) x { 11) cannot 
contain a circle c null homotopic in I((B\aB) x (1)) c Y. Otherwise, as c” (being a leaf of 
$I,-,,--) is homotopic to C1 in Y, it would be obtained that C1 is null homotopic in 
Y contradicting Lemma 2.6. Similarly, a/? n I((B\iB?) x { - l}) cannot contain a circle null 
homotopic in Iz((B\aB) x { - l}). 
Under these conditions, by using (g) and a combinatorial argument, there must be 
a compact bidimensional disc D( 1) c (B\B, ) x {l} such that D(l)\aD(l) is disjoint of 
/?u A(& u 6 x [ - l,l]) and aD(l) is made up of a compact segment 
[w,,8,]c1((B3uV,)x{l}) and a compact segment [wl,B1]‘c@nBx{l} satisfying 
cO1,&l n C~,,&l’ = {Or,el). 
We shall only study the case in which [wl, f?,] c n(B, x {l}) (See Fig. 13(a)). The 
omitted case is that of Fig. 13(b). Using (g), there are regular curves o, 8 : [ - 1, l] + /I, with 
w(l) = or, e(l) = 13~ that take TV [ - 1, 1] to o(t), e(t)E L,. We shall denote by D(C), in case 
it exists, the unique compact disc contained in a leaf of 9, whose boundary is the union of 
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(a) W 
Bx(ll 
B x (-I) 
Fig. 11. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 12. 
the compact segment [o(t),e(t)] c A(& x [ - 1, 11) and the compact segment 
[w(t),tI(t)]’ c j3. The arc [w(t),8(t)l’ meets I(& u V, x [ - 1, 11) exactly at its endpoints. 
The unicity of D(t) is a consequence of the assumption (iii) of Theorem 2.1. 
When t is close to 1, D(t) exists and depends continuously on t. As 9 has no compact 
leaves contained in Y\aY, by the arguments of Novikov’s theorem [8,1, Section VII], D(t) 
must also exist and depend continuously on t, for all TV [ - 411. Therefore, 
W = Urec- 1, l,[o(t), 13(t)]’ is a connected component of AICz n Im@) and so /I = W. This 
is a contradiction because A1 c B but A1 n W = 8. 
Hereafter, situations similar to those of Fig. 1 l(a) and (b), will be represented as in Fig. 
12(a) and (b), respectively. 
Now, either all leaves of P[,,2c2 are compact in which case V(Az,C,) exists or there 
exists a compact leaf A3 of PlA2c2,(A2Uc2) satisfying the following: I’(&, A3) exists and 
given a leaf p of s/1\2h3, p* E[& x( - l}, B1 x (1)) if and only if PE(A2,A3). 
Let jE { - 1, l} such that A2 c B x {j}. By the same argument as that used to prove (l), 
we conclude that A3 c B x { - j}. 
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Bx (11 
D(l) 
D(t) 
Bx (-1) 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
By the procedure above, by the compactness of C1C2, and by (j.1) and (j.2) (see the proof 
of (k)), we have that 
(n) Cl& n aim(L) consists of a finite sequence Al, AZ, . . . , AZ. of compact leaves of 9 IcIc2 
such that (besides (c) and (i)) the following is satisfied: 
(nl) For all i~{1,2,..., 2n}, there exists Jo { - 1, l} such that Ai is contained in 
(B\aB)x G} d h an is omotopic, in B x o}, to A: = B1 x {j}. 
(0 
(n3) 
W 
V(C,,A,) and V(Azn, C,) exist. 
For all iE{1,2,...,n - l}, I’(Azi,Azi+i) exists and V(A2i,A2i+i)n 
Im(n) = {Azi, Azi+ 1 >. Observe that if Azi c B x {j} then Azi+i c B x { - j}. 
For all iE{1,2 ,..., n}, the cylinder Azi_iAzi t Im(J) and Azi_iAzi n 
aim(J) = {Azi- i,Ali}. When for some je ( - 1, l}, Azi- 1 u Azi is contained (resp. 
not contained) in B x (j}, we shall say that Azi- il\li is a cylinder oftype (a) (resp. of 
type (b)). See Fig. 11. 
Suppose that CICz does not contain cylinders of type (a). Observe that by (a), 
C1C2 n arm(R) cannot consist exactly of A1 u AZ. Therefore n 2 2 and, by a combinatorial 
argument, we may conclude that there are two (consecutive) circles Ai and Ai+ 1 such that 
u!Z iAi c C(Ai) u C(Ai+ 1) and AiAi+i is a cylinder of type (b). Suppose that 
1 < i < i + 1 < n. This implies that neither l’(Ai-l,Ai)c I’(Ai+i,Ai+z) nor 
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VCAi+12 Ai+z) c V(Ai- l,AJ. However, this is not possible. Also, it may be seen that the 
two remaining cases i = 1 and i + 1 = n cannot occur. This proves that 
(0) CICz contains a cylinder of type (a). 
By deforming C1C2, we shall show that we can reduce either the number of cylinders of 
type (a) contained in it or the number of connected components of Cl& n aim(A). By 
repeating this procedure, we shall obtain a contradiction with (0). Up to now, all the 
deformations of CICZ have preserved property (c). The next deformations will not preserve 
property (c). However, it will be seen that, after the last deformation, the resulting cylinder 
C1C2, which does not satisfy (o), can be assumed (via a deformation if necessary) to satisfy 
(c). This will be the required contradiction. 
Since either CZ n V(C,,A,) = 8 or C, n V(C2,Azn) = 8, we may assume that 
CZ n V(C1, A1 I= 8. 
By a combinatorial argument, there exists j E { - 1, l} and two consecutive circles Ai and 
Ai+l, contained in BX (j}, such that AiAi+l is a cylinder of type (a) and, if [Ai,Ai+,] 
denotes the compact subcylinder of B x {j} bounded by Ai u Ai+ 1, then 
[Ai,Ai+llo(Uk2”,lAk)=AiuAi+l. Let W(Ai,Ai+ 1) be the solid torus bounded by 
AiAi+ 1 u [Ai, Ai+ 1]. There are several cases to be considered, at each one we shall use (n) 
(see n3)) to perform the suggested eformations: 
(p.1) i = 1, i + 1 = 2n. 
Then Cl& is to be deformed as suggested in Fig. 14. 
(p.2) i = 1, 2 = i + 1 < 2n. 
Then CICZ is to be deformed as suggested in Fig. 15. 
(p.3) i > 1, i + 1 = 2n. 
Then Cl& is to be deformed in a similar way to that of case (p.2). 
(p.4) 1 < i < i + 1 c 2n. 
Then we consider the case in which Ai c C(Ai+ 1) c B x { - 11. This implies that 
Ai_ 1 c C(Ai + 2). Then there is a deformation of CICZ supported in a small neighborhood of 
J+‘(Ai,Ai+l)u v(Ai+l,Ai+z)- V(Ai-,,Ai) 
such that Ai- Ai+z is deformed to the subcylinder [Ai- 1, Ai+Z] of B x (1). See Fig. 16. 
Fig. 15. 
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Ai+3 \ &I m 
&2 
h+3 4-l 
\ Ai+ 1 h-2 
Fig. 18. 
Fig. 17 
Ai+ Ai- 
Now there are basically four possible subcases where CICz is to be deformed, around 
Ai+Zj&+Z v C&+2, Ai _ 1 ] u Ai _ 1 Ai _ 2, as suggested in Figs. 17-20. 
That is, by deforming CICz we may get a new cylinder satisfying (c) but not so (0). This 
contradiction proves the lemma under the assumption (i). Certainly the arguments extend 
to the case in which the restriction (i) is omitted. 0 
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4-2 4+2 
Ai+ h-1 
VJ- I 
Fig. 19. 
h-2 h+3 
Fig. 20. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let cp: R x M + M be a minimal fIow of class C’ on a smooth compact 
Riemannian 3-mani$old M. Given p E M, consider a simple closed curve r made up on an arc of 
trajectory z and an arc of geodesic [pq] orthogonal to cp at p. If q is close enough to p, then 
r is a nontrivial prime knot. 
We shall need the following notation. Let V be an open disc centered at p, transversal 
to cp and contained in a strongly convex 2-manifold orthogonal to cp at p. Given two 
submanifolds A and B of V, we shall denote by YrA,B1, the forward return map A + B 
induced by cp. We shall also use the notation YrAl = Yta,_,r. 
Let D be a 2-cell transversal to cp and i E N. We define 
Ai = (p~aD/Y(p),Y~(p), . . . ,Y’-‘(p)~aD, but y’(p)~D\aD} 
where Y = YrDl and 8D is the circle which is the boundary of D. 
Let d(V) be the set whose elements are 2-cells D of class C” contained in V\aV and 
such that pgD\aD. We may provide d(V) with a metric in such a way that two of its 
elements are close in this topology if and only if their corresponding boundaries are 
uniformly C’close. 
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Now we shall prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. For an open and dense set of DE a(V), the following is satisfied: 
aD = A1 (D) v A*(D), A*(D) is afinite set and ifqE AZ(D), there are two pairwise disjoint open 
subintervals A and B of A,(D) having q as a common endpoint and such that Y(A) = Y(A) 
meets transversally aD at Y(q) and Y’(~)EY(B) c D\aD, where Y = YroI. See Fig. 21. 
Proof: Let D E a(V). Since M is compact, the o-limit set of any point in M is the whole 
of M. Therefore, 
(a) If p E aD, there exists j E N such that p E Aj(D) and 
(b) If p E D and n E N, there exists a flow box B such that B n V is the union of pairwise 
disjointZcells I&V, ,..., V,and,forj=O,l,..., n, $&(P)E I$ Moreover, if for some 
j = 0,l , . . . , n, Y&,(~)E D\aD, then vj c D\aD. 
The proof that D can be perturbed so to satisfy the conditions of this lemma, around 
a given point, can easily be done using (a), (b) and standard arguments of transversality. The 
lemma follows from the compactness of the circle i?D. We proceed giving the details. Using 
(b) it is easy to see that 
(4 
(4 
Given n E N, uy= 1 Aj(D) is an open subset of aD. 
Since aD is compact, it follows from (a) and (c) that 
There exists a positive integer YZ = q(D), depending on D, such that A,,(D) is a non-empty 
compact set and 
aD = ur= 1 Aj(D). 
It follows from this that &‘(A,(D)) c D\aD. Therefore, as the restriction of Y,,’ to 
A,,(D) is continuous and A,,(D) is compact: 
(e) Yt,’ (A,,(D)) is compact and A,,(D) n Y (A,,(D)) = 8. 
By using (b), it follows that there exists a finite sequence of pairwise disjoint open 
intervals Z Z i, 2, . . . , Zk of aD covering A,,(D) and such that: 
(f) Yt,‘(uj= 1 Zj) c D\aD, Y~v:_,~,,V] is continuous and 
Fig. 21. 
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Using (b) again, for j = 1,2, . . . , k, approximate fj by a new segment Jj having the same 
endpoints as Zj and such that (aD\U$= 1 Zj) u (u!= 1 Jj) is the boundary of a new 2-cell 
D1 E&(V) close to D and such that, for all j = 1,2, . . . , k, 
(g) (TIJ,,V1(Jj)) n (u$= 1 Ij) = 4~ r[Jj.V](Jj) meets JD, crossing it transversally at a finite set 
which contains A,(D1). Moreover ~(0~) I q(D) and if ~(0~) = q(D) = 2, then the 2-cell 
D1 satisfies the conditions of this lemma. 
Observe that, since cp is minimal, for all DE&(V), q(D) 2 2. Suppose that 
q1 = ~(0~) > 2 and that (p1,p2, . . . ,pl} = A,l(D1). Consider a sequence {&,&, . . . , BL} of 
pairwise disjoint flow boxes, as in (b) and such that, for i = 1,2, . . . ,I, Yr,,f (pi) and Yt$:l(pi) 
belong to Bi. 
We can approximate D1 by a new 2-cell Dz E a(V) which is obtained by modifying aD, 
only at the connected components of (Uf= 1 Bj) n V that meet Yt&,(A,, (DI )) in such a way 
that Y&,(A,,(D,)) c Dz\aDz. It is easy to see that, under these conditions, ~(0~) < v](D1). 
Proceeding in this way, we will be able to finish the proof of this lemma. 0 
Remark 3.3. Given D as in Lemma 3.2, Y(dD) determines a family of curves and 
a CW-complex structure in D. See in Fig. 22 an example of such structure where 
( x1,x2, ... 9 ~5) =~2@2(Dl) and (Y~,YZ,...,Y~> =W2(D)). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose first that cp is smooth. 
Let Dz c D1 c DO be elements of &( l’) and let i = 0, 1,2. Denote by Ti : Di + Di the 
forward return map induced by cp. Suppose that 
(a) Di satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
We may provide Di with a CW-complex structure in such a way that 
(b) dDi u Ti_ ‘(aDi) is contained in the union of their O-cells and l-cells, 
Az(Ti) u Ti- ’ (Az(Ti)) is contained in the set of O-cells, the l-cells are C” curves. 
We shall assume that 
(c) for i = 1,2, the positive semitrajectory z of cp, before reaching Di\aDi for the first time, 
has already met, the interior of all the 24~11s of Dj_ 1, at least three times. Let 4 be the 
first point at which r,’ meets D2\aD2. 
Given either a l-cell or a 2-cell A of Di, we have that Ti(A\aA) c (Di\aDi) and A\aA is 
disjoint of aDi u Ti-‘(aDi). Therefore, Ti restricted to A\aA is smooth and extends to 
Fig. 22. 
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a smooth map T’ci,A, : A -+ Di. Observe that if x E 8A, then T,,,.,(x) is either T,(x) or T?(x). 
Let J be a l-cell of Do, the union of all the arcs of trajectory of cp connecting x EJ with 
T,,,,,(x), make up a 241 o(J) called uertical. We may construct a one-dimensional smooth 
foliation on u(J) transversal to the restriction of cp to u(J) in such a way that J and T(,,,,(J) 
are leaves of this foliation. Since two vertical 2-cells can meet to each other only at the arcs 
of trajectory forming their boundaries, the foliation is defined in the union of all vertical 
2-cells. 
Since cp has no periodic orbits and the CW-complex Di is compact and satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 3.2, we may assume that for any 2-cell A of Di, A and T,,,.,(A) are 
disjoint and so there is a flow box B,(A) of cp whose starting transversal 2-cell is A and 
whose ending transversal 2-cell is T,,,.,(A). We shall denote by 5; the arc of trajectory of 
cp such that y, = 7’c0,A)(~A) and xA is the second point where the arc 2 meets A. 
Let A be a 2-cell of &, and R:(A\{x,}) + 3A be a smooth retraction which is 
a submersion. Since B,(A) is a flow box, via a smooth diffeomorphism, we may identify 
B#)\xAy, with (A\(xA)) x CO, 11 in such a way that, for ZEA\{X~} and t E [0, 11, 
(z> x [0, l] is an arc of trajectory of cp and (A\{xA})x {t} is transversal to cp. Let 
P: (A\{xA}) x [0, l] + 8A x [0, 11 be defined by P(x, t) = (R(x), t). Because aA x [0, l] 
(contained in the boundary of B,(A)) is made up of vertical 2-cells, the existing one- 
dimensional foliation on it may be pulled back-via P-to a two-dimensional foliation on 
B,(A)\x,y:, of class C2. 
It is possible to see that if for each 2-cell A of D,, the diffeomorphism identifying 
B,(A)\x,y, with (A\{xA}) x [0, l] is appropriately chosen, then all the foliations construc- 
ted above give rise to a C2 foliation 9 defined in the complement of 
u {x,yAIA is a 2-cell of Do}. 
By (c) and the construction above, if A’ is the cell of D1 containing p, then 
(d) u {XT; IA is a 2-cell of Do} is contained in the flow box B,(A), 
Let r be the closed curve which is the union of the arc of trajectory z of cp and the arc of 
geodesic Cpq]. Consider a solid torus T which is a small tubular neighborhood of r and such 
that c!?T is transversal to 9. Let Y = M\T. Suppose also that, in a small neighborhood of 
Cpq], the leaves of 9 meet T along discs. See Fig. 23. Observe that if K is a compact leaf of 
Ply-, then there are finitely many discs El, E2, . . . , E5 c T such that the union L of K and 
UIzlEi is a compact manifold, without boundary, transversal to cp and satisfying 
Fig. 23. 
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L n 8T = K n 8T = u;= ,aEi. As cp is minimal, the forward Poincare map L + L induced 
by cp has no fixed points. This implies that L is a torus. 
If T is small enough then, Theorem 2.1 can be used on the pair (% IV, V), to conclude 
that T is not a composite knot. In fact, concerning the referred theorem, the items (i)-(iii) 
follow immediately from the construction and considerations above. If 2 is the cell of 
Di containing p then B,(A) n T contains two solid cylinders one of which contains 
u {x~~[A is a 2-cell of DO}. Under these conditions the embedding 2, as required in (iv), 
can easily be obtained. 
Suppose now that cp is only Cl. We may reproduce the whole construction above 
obtaining a C’ foliation % and a smooth solid torus T. Under these conditions we may 
approximate cp by a smooth flow cpi and reproduce the construction above so to obtain 
a smooth foliation %i on Y which is close to %lr and is transversal to both cp and ‘pl. 
Therefore, we may apply Theorem 2.1 to the pair (%1, YJ to conclude that T is not 
a composite knot. The item (iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied (using the same argument as in 
the smooth case) because cp is minimal and is transversal to %i JyS. 0 
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